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Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (Selected)
The Canterbury Tales of Chaucer
Provides a detailed historical description of the occupations of each of the pilgrims in Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales," with each entry placing
their vocation in historical context and discussing the daily routine of the pilgrim's occupation.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (Selected)
This annotated, international bibliography of twentieth-century criticism on the Prologue is an essential reference guide. It includes books,
journal articles, and dissertations, and a descriptive list of twentieth-century editions; it is the most complete inventory of modern criticism on
the Prologue.

Geoffrey Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales
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The Petworth MS. of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
The following series consists of separate volumes of the works of Chaucer, individually edited with introductions, notes & glossaries by
Maurice Hussey, James Winny & A.C. Spearing.

Time and the Astrolabe in the Canterbury Tales
Part One This monumental edition, in two volumes, presents a full record of commentary, both textual and interpretive, on the best known
and most widely studied part of Chaucer's work, The General Prologue of The Canterbury Tales. Part One A contains a critical commentary,
a textual commentary, text, collations, textual notes, an appendix of sources for the first eighteen lines of The General Prologue, and a
bibliographical index. Because most explication of The General Prologue is directed to particular points, details, and passages, the present
edition has devoted Part One B to the record of such commentary. This volume, compiled by Malcolm Andrew, also includes overviews of
commentary on coherent passages such as the portraits of the pilgrims.

The Canterbury tales: text
The Canterbury Tales of Chaucer Completed in a Modern Version. [The Version is that of the Selected Tales Edited by
John Ogle in 1741, with Additions by William Lipscomb.]
A Companion to Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
Text in English, with some passages in the original Middle English.

Chaucer for children [selected from the Canterbury tales and minor poems, with a metrical version in mod. Engl.] by mrs.
H.R. Haweis
Originals and Analogues of Some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
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Chaucer's General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales
This concise and lively survey introduces students with no prior knowledge to Chaucer, and particularly to The Canterbury Tales. Provides
essential facts about Chaucer, as well as a framework for thinking about his poetry. Encourages an engaged reading of The Canterbury
Tales. Introduces students to the historical and religious background needed to understand the contexts in which Chaucer wrote. Provides
essential facts about Chaucer, as well as a framework for thinking about his poetry. Encourages an engaged reading of The Canterbury
Tales. Introduces students to the historical and religious background needed to understand the contexts in which Chaucer wrote.

The Cambridge Companion to ‘The Canterbury Tales'
The classic respected series in a stunning new design. This edition of The General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales from the highlyrespected Selected Tales series includes the full, complete text in the original Middle English, along with an in-depth introduction by James
Winny, detailed notes and a comprehensive glossary.

The General Prologue
An overview of the work features a biographical sketch of the author, a list of characters, a summary of the plot, and critical and analytical
views of the work.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
The Petworth ms. of Chaucer's Canterbury tales
The Broadview Canterbury Tales is an edition of the complete tales in a text based on the famous Ellesmere Manuscript. Here one may read
a Middle English text that is closer to what Chaucer’s scribe, Adam Pinkhurst, actually wrote than that in any other modern edition. Unlike
most editions, which draw on a number of manuscripts to recapture Chaucer’s original intention, this edition preserves the text as it was found
in one influential manuscript. A sampling of facsimile pages from the original manuscript is also included, along with a selection of other works
that give the reader a rich sense of the cultural, political, and literary worlds in which Chaucer lived. The second edition includes a new Middle
English glossary, a timeline of Chaucer’s life and times, and detailed page headers showing the fragment and line numbers to assist readers
in finding a specific section of the poem.

Philosophical Chaucer
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Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
Chaucer
Begun soon after 1386 and written during several years that followed, Geoffrey Chaucer’s great narrative poem The Canterbury Tales
presents a richly detailed, highly entertaining, and sometimes bawdy picture of English society in the fourteenth century. Rich with humorous
insights into the many foibles of humanity, this poem is considered by most literary critics and scholars to be the first great example of literary
art written in vernacular English. Its narrative opens as a party of 30 men and women from various walks of life gather at the Tabard Inn in
London, from where they set out on a holy pilgrimage to Canterbury and its shrine dedicated to Thomas
Becket. As they travel, each
person has a story to tell. The most famous and beloved of Chaucer’s stories are presented in interlinear form this intensely readable volume.
Alternating each of Chaucer’s original lines with its translation into modern English, this book encourages readers to savor the genius of
Chaucer’s original poetry while following each line with an easy-to-understand modern translation of his Southeast Midlands dialect of Middle
English. This scholarly yet truly approachable translation of Chaucer’s original poem is the work of Vincent F. Hopper, a longtime professor of
English literature at New York University. He opens with the famous Prologue— Whan that Aprille with his shoures sote When April with his
showers sweet The droghte of Marche hath perced to the rote, The drought of March has pierced to the root —and then goes on to present
The Miller’s Tale The Reeve’s Tale The Prioress’s Tale The Nun’s Priest’s Tale The Pardoner’s Tale The Wife of Bath’s Tale The Franklin’s
Tale . . . and more. This fine volume also includes an enlightening introductory essay on Chaucer’s art, with Professor Hopper’s commentary
on England as it existed in the fourteenth century. He concludes with a short list of recommended reading on Chaucer’s time and his art.

The Canterbury Tales
Mark Miller's innovative study argues that Chaucer's Canterbury Tales represent an extended mediation on agency, autonomy and practical
reason. This philosophical aspect of Chaucer's interests can help us understand what is both sophisticated and disturbing about his
explorations of love, sex and gender. Partly through fresh readings of the Consolation of Philosophy and the Romance of the Rose, Miller
charts Chaucer's position in relation to the association in the Christian West between problems of autonomy and problems of sexuality and
reconstructs how medieval philosophers and literary writers approached psychological phenomena often thought of as distinctively modern.
The literary experiments of the Canterbury Tales represent a distinctive philosophical achievement that remains vital to our own attempts to
understand agency, desire and their histories.

The Canterbury Tales
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Marijane Osborn demonstrates that Chaucer structured the Canterbury Tales after the astrolabe, an Arabic Islamic time-keeping device.
Chaucer’s fascination with this device also accounts for the sense of time and astronomy in the Tales.

The Canon Yeoman's Prologue and Tale
A line-by-line presentation of CHAUCER'S CANTERBURY TALES that offers both the uniqueness of Chaucer's art and the smooth reading of
modern usage.

The Canterbury Tales - Second Edition
This daring new translation of 21 of the tales, most of them rendered in iambic tetrameter, conveys the content, tone, and narrative style of
the original in a line as expressive as it is economical. An Introduction treats Chaucer's works, influences, life, learning, and the world of 14thcentury London. Includes a glossary.

The Hengwrt Ms of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
Includes: Drawings of the 23 tellers of the 24 Canterbury tales, copied from the Ellesmere ms. and cut on wood by Mr. W. H. Hooper.

Chaucer and the Canterbury Tales
This Norton Critical Edition includes:* The medieval masterpiece's most popular tales, including--new to the Third Edition--The Man of Law's
Prologue and Tale and The Second Nun's Prologue and Tale.* Extensive marginal glosses, explanatory footnotes, a preface, and a guide to
Chaucer's language by V. A. Kolve and Glending Olson.* Sources and analogues arranged by tale.* Twelve critical essays, seven of them
new to the Third Edition.* A Chronology, a Short Glossary, and a Selected Bibliography.About the SeriesRead by more than 12 million
students over fifty-five years, Norton Critical Editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers. The three-part
format--annotated text, contexts, and criticism--helps students to better understand, analyze, and appreciate the literature, while opening a
wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors. Whether in print or in digital format, Norton Critical Editions provide all the resources
students need.

The Canterbury Tales
The Ellesmere Ms of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
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Canterbury Tales: Literary Touchstone Classic - Revised Edition
The Canterbury Tales
This classic and eminently readable work provides a full critical introduction to the complete Canterbury Tales. Essential reading for students
of Chaucer.

The Canterbury Tales in Modern Verse
A lively and accessible introduction to the variety, depth, and wonder of Chaucer's best-known poem.

The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer: The Canterbury tales: text
The classic collection of beloved tales, both sacred and profane, of travelers in medieval England. Complete and Unabridged.

The Canterbury Tales, The New Translation
Chaucer's Pilgrims
David Wright's prose version of Chaucer's classic.

The General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales (Selected Tales from Chaucer)
The Knightes Tale from the Canterbury Tales
An acclaimed biography that recreates the cosmopolitan world in which a wine merchant’s son became one of the most celebrated of all
English writers Geoffrey Chaucer is often called the father of English literature, but this acclaimed biography reveals him as a great European
writer and thinker. Uncovering important new information about Chaucer’s travels, private life, and the circulation of his writings, Marion
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Turner reconstructs in unprecedented detail the cosmopolitan world of Chaucer’s adventurous life, focusing on the places and spaces that
fired his imagination. From the wharves of London to the frescoed chapels of Florence, the book recounts Chaucer’s experiences as a
prisoner of war in France, as a father visiting his daughter’s nunnery, as a member of a chaotic Parliament, and as a diplomat in Milan. At the
same time, the book offers a comprehensive exploration of Chaucer’s writings. The result is a landmark biography and a fresh account of the
extraordinary story of how a wine merchant’s son became the poet of The Canterbury Tales.

The Idea of the Canterbury Tales
A group of pilgrims pass the time during their journey to Canterbury by telling each other stories.

The Canterbury Tales
Begun soon after 1386 and written during several years that followed, Geoffrey Chaucer’s great narrative poem The Canterbury Tales
presents a richly detailed, highly entertaining, and sometimes bawdy picture of English society in the fourteenth century. Rich with humorous
insights into the many foibles of humanity, this poem is considered by most literary critics and scholars to be the first great example of literary
art written in vernacular English. Its narrative opens as a party of 30 men and women from various walks of life gather at the Tabard Inn in
London, from where they set out on a holy pilgrimage to Canterbury and its shrine dedicated to Thomas
Becket. As they travel, each
person has a story to tell. The most famous and beloved of Chaucer’s stories are presented in interlinear form this intensely readable volume.
Alternating each of Chaucer’s original lines with its translation into modern English, this book encourages readers to savor the genius of
Chaucer’s original poetry while following each line with an easy-to-understand modern translation of his Southeast Midlands dialect of Middle
English. This scholarly yet truly approachable translation of Chaucer’s original poem is the work of Vincent F. Hopper, a longtime professor of
English literature at New York University. He opens with the famous Prologue— Whan that Aprille with his shoures sote When April with his
showers sweet The droghte of Marche hath perced to the rote, The drought of March has pierced to the root —and then goes on to present
The Miller’s Tale The Reeve’s Tale The Prioress’s Tale The Nun’s Priest’s Tale The Pardoner’s Tale The Wife of Bath’s Tale The Franklin’s
Tale . . . and more. This fine volume also includes an enlightening introductory essay on Chaucer’s art, with Professor Hopper’s commentary
on England as it existed in the fourteenth century. He concludes with a short list of recommended reading on Chaucer’s time and his art.

The Canon's Yeoman's Prologue and Tale
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
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The Canterbury Tales: Seventeen Tales and the General Prologue (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
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